Statement on Questions from the Quiz Advisory Committee

Because Bible Quizzing is about the study, understanding, and application of Scripture, the appropriate level questions in Set Maker are to be used for practice and as tools to enhance the learning of Scripture. Simply memorizing questions to the exclusion of Scripture memorization should never be the goal in our studies.

Access to questions via Set Maker is limited to those who purchase that right and limits are intentionally applied regarding the amount of questions which may be viewed based on your role in quizzing. Sharing your login information with others who have not purchased those rights, deprives quizzing ministry of funds, is a violation of the licensing agreement, and is an issue of integrity. It is also our intention that additional unheard questions remain for use at each level of quizzing competition: Church, District, Field and National. Sharing Set Maker access with others who do not have the same role as you, potentially creates opportunity for unfair competitive advantage.